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THE CASTING: 
ACTORS: PUPPETS: MASKS: CHARACTER: 

1(female) Zeki Troll (Middle brother) People 
puppeteer    
 
2 (male) Jannes  Sultan 
puppeteer Liedewij   
 Ahmed   
 
3 (male) Dolphin  Bufeo Colorado 
Storyteller, puppeteer Jan Piet Joris Guard 
 Hussein  People 
 Saïd  Bride  
  
4 (female) Fatma Troll (Big brother) Oshun 
puppeteer Genie  People 
 Belly dancer 
 
5 (female) Sri Maria Troll (Little brother) Guard  
Storyteller, puppeteer   People 
   Bride's mother 
 
6 (male) Corneel Troll (Little brother) King 
Storyteller, puppeteer Fish  
 Mustafa    
 Komp Nanzi   
   

This, in broad lines, is the division of labor. Sometimes, another actor may move one actor's puppet, 
but even then, each puppet in principle keeps its own voice (the voice of its "own" actor). 
 
The play is performed in various languages: English (can be replaced by German, Dutch, etc, the 
language of the country in which it is played). Actor 1as Zeki uses Arabic and Turkish words. 
 
Actor 4 speaks Brazilian Portuguese. 
Actor 5/ Sri Maria speaks Papiamento(when performed on the Antilles) and Bahasa Indonesia 
(Malaysian). This can be replaced with an African language. 
Actor 2 as Jannes speaks a dialect in the language from the North 
 
Setting: Actors and puppeteers sit around a round table that can turn around. They  have dinner 
together during the play. Often they use the table ware, napkins etc. as props. 
 
Music (Mahler's First Symph, part 9). Enter Actor 5. A beautiful dinner table is set with table lines, 
plates etc. (Puppets are hidden under the table)  
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SCENE 1: 

ACTOR 5: We're going to tell you a fairy tale today.  

 A story from the days when the Earth was still peopled by  strange 

and wonderful beings:    

(The voice, as it works  giants, 

down the list,  wizards, 

is drowned out spirits, 

by the music) spiritu, 

 trolls,  

 dwarves, 

 genies….. 

Enter the trolls one by one, actors with masks and big hands 

LITTLE BROTHER (6): Hu hu hu hu hu ....ho... ho... ho... ho.... hungry…… 

 hungry….... 

MIDDLE BROTHER (1): Ligu ligu ligul ligur ligu ..gir ligirl ..li'l girrrl.....!!?.. 

LITTLE BROTHER (6): Nu..nu..nuff..nuff...nuffink... 

BIG BROTHER (4): Gu gu gu gu gu....gru gru grub... wu wu wu wu wwww   

 womannn...  

They search. They turn everything upside down. At last they find a little girl (puppet). 

MIDDLE BROTHER (1): Ligu ligu ligul ligur ligu ..gir ligirl ..li'l girrrl....!!! 

LITTLE BROTHER (6): Nu nu nu nu nu ......go...go..go..gotcha... 

BIG BROTHER (4): Gu gu gu gu gu....gru gru grubs up.... 

They fight each other for it. The girl is pulled apart into three pieces. Each troll eats up his own 

piece and exits...(music continues: Mahler's First Symphony 1, part 10) 
Enter actors carrying dishes of food. They greet the audience, dance, and end up round the table 

Cheer.   

SCENE 2: 

ACTOR 5: Right. We're going to tell you a fairy-tale today. A tale about a 

 King and his daughter. 

ACTOR 3: brings in puppet Liedewij. (Mahler's First Symphony, part 11), 
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ACTOR 5: Once upon a time, in the far, far North, where the sun doesn't 

 shine for half of the year, lives a King. He has one daughter: 

ACTOR 5: Liedewij.  

Liedewij is playing on the table. There are pauses during the story telling.    

ACTOR 3: Princess Liedewij has everything. There's only one thing she 

 doesn't have. She dreams of True Love.  

KING(6): What does my  little precious want? True Love? 

 Ha ha ha ha, did you ever hear such a thing.  

 Of course, my treasure, if that's what you want. You want True 

 Love? I've never heard of it, but if that's what you want, you 

 shall have it. We always get what we want.  

King (6) takes Actor 4 to dance 

ACTOR 5: But even a King doesn't always get what he wants.   

 Three Trolls are besieging his Kingdom.   

Liedewij sits down and looks in the direction of the King (6), now dancing with Actor 4. 

LIEDEWIJ (2): Daddy! 

ACTOR 5: And it's nearly midwinter's night. And in the far North,   

 everyone knows what that means. 

ACTOR 3/ACTOR 5: It's troll time! 

The King and Actor 4 continue to dance. The dancing becomes more intense. 

LIEDEWIJ (2): Daddy! 

All the actors sing a cappella (it continues with varying volume under the speech):  

THE PEOPLE : It's mid-winter's night  

  Trolls go hunting for a bite.  

  It's mid-winter's night  

  Trolls go hunting for a bite.  

  It's mid-winter's night  

  Trolls go hunting …etc. 

LIEDEWIJ (2): Daddy, Daddy....  

ACTOR 5:  The people are furious. Each year, one of their daughters is eaten 

by the trolls. But now, the parents are rebelling. It's the King's turn 
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this time…  

THE PEOPLE: Our children stay in sight 

(more violently): We will put up quite a fight 

  But the trolls will have their bite 

  Let your daughter die tonight. 

THE PEOPLE: Our children…etc.   

LIEDEWIJ (2): Daddy, Daddy...the people…I'm frightened. 

 Daddy!!!!!!  

The music stops. The King stops dancing and goes to the Princess. He picks Liedewij up... 

KING (6): Why are you crying, sweet pea?  

LIEDEWIJ (2): I'm scared of the people and I'm scared of the trolls.  

KING (6): Don't be afraid, sweet pea. Saïd will protect you..  

LIEDEWIJ (2): Saïd? 

KING (6): Saïd does everything I tell him to.   

LIEDEWIJ (2): A coachman? Daddy. How can he protect me!  

KING (6): Quiet!  

The People murmur 

LIEDEWIJ(2): But Daddy… 

KING (6): Leave it to your father.  

Enter Saïd (puppet) Saïd!!!! Take my daughter away and guard her with your life. 

 No one shall touch a hair on her head, and no Troll shall come 

 anywhere near her.   

The People murmur more loudly. 

KING (6): Silence!!!! Or it'll be off with your heads! 

 My beautiful daughter, Liedewij, must I offer her to the Trolls? 

 Where is the hero who will rescue our daughter? Who will rid 

 my Kingdom of this terrible plague? To him I shall give a sack 

 of gold and my daughter's hand in marriage! 

LIEDEWIJ (2): But Daddy… 

KING (6): Saïd. Take her away and hide her!  

LIEDEWIJ (2): But Daddy… 
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KING (6): You want True Love! I'll give you True Love! 

The People let them go. Saïd and the Princess are hidden in a big pot.  

SCENE 3: 
ACTOR 5: Now, living in the same country, is a boy, a perfectly ordinary 

Enter Jannes puppet boy called Jannes. Not a hero at all. Jannes has nothing do with 

 all this. He has to work hard every day, to keep the wolf from 

 the door.   

JANNES: I have to work hard every day, to keep the wolf from the door.   

ACTOR 5: Enter Zeki Just like Zeki…  

 Zeki comes from the East, but he works in the North. 

ZEKI(1): Potatoes, potatoes! Peeling potatoes. Peeling potatoes every day! 

ACTOR 3: Jannes is a fisherman... 

ACTOR 5: and Zeki is the King's chef.  

ZEKI(1): Every day the King wants potatoes.  

 They don't know what good food is in this nasty chilly country... 

 No, but this! Taste... just taste it... 

He serves something onto the plates. A moment later, all the actors are sitting and eating. 

ACTOR 4: Hum…delicioso!. Jannes catches a fish.  

JANNES(2): That's one! 

ACTOR 3: (about the food) What's this?  

ACTOR 5: I don't know... 

ACTOR 6: (about the fish) A trout, I think.  

ACTOR 3: (to Zeki) No mate, this here!   

ZEKI(1): An Eastern delicacy... 

ACTOR 4: Mmmm …more...mais…more!!     

ZEKI(1): That's the taste of the East.  

 As sweet as honey and sugared dates... 

ACTOR 4: More!!     

ZEKI(1): There isn't any more. 

 I'm saving this for my brother... 

ACTOR 4:  Saïd is away! 
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ZEKI(1): Saïd is coming back.  

ACTOR 4: Saïd is away. 

ZEKI(1): Saïd is away, Saïd is away, I know Saïd is away! 

 But he's coming back and then we're leaving. Leaving this nasty 

 cold, freezing country... To go back to the East.  

Zeki grabs his plate crossly and hides the dish with goodies for Saïd under the table. (Exit Zeki). 

Actor 5, Actor 1 stack the dirty plates and start to clear away.   

ACTOR 5:  Ban ku mi, tin mas den kushina! 

Exit all three. The others are still sitting at table. In the meantime,  

Actor 2 and Jannes have landed a second large fish.   

JANNES(2): And that's two! It's going well today! Come on Jannes, one more 

 and we've got a very nice midwinternight's dinner.  

There is another tug on the line.   

 This here must be my lucky day. 

He pulls up a third fish.  

SCENE 4: 
FISH(6): in panic   Wait! Three's a crowd.  

JANNES(2): What's this?  

FISH (6): I said... Three's a crowd! 

JANNES(2): What on earth we got here......you? 

The Fish nods. A talking fish? 

FISH (6): Let me go, let me live!  

 Three's a crowd.  

JANNES(2): I must be a-losing my marbles… 

JAN PIET JORIS(3) & CORNEEL(6): 

2 part harmony, a cappella A man who wants to fight a troll  

    Is a man with a great big beard. 

 Jan Piet Joris and Corneel 

 Have big beards, have big beards. 

 Jan Piet Joris and Corneel 

 Of nothing are a-feared... 
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The fish has escaped. Jan Piet Joris and Corneel have entered. 

CORNEEL(6): Hey brainless, get lost. 

JAN PIET JORIS (3): Yes, go and fish somewhere else... 

JANNES(2): I just caught a fish. 

CORNEEL(6): We're going to catch trolls. 

JANNES(2): But it was a talking fish. It said 

JAN PIET JORIS (3): Get lost.  

CORNEEL(6):  Move it, take a walk'. 

JANNES(2): No, it said:  

JAN PIET JORIS (3): Three's a crowd! 

JANNES(2): Well, blow me down. Yes, it did...it said… 

JAN PIET JORIS (3): I'll get the sack of gold. 

JANNES(2):  No, it didn't say that!

CORNEEL(6): And I'll get the girl.  

JANNES(2): No!!!! 

CORNEEL(6): So, three's a crowd. Get out of here, pea-brain. 

We hear the Troll's music again. Enter the Trolls.  

LITTLE BROTHER(6): Hu hu hu hu hu ....ho... ho... ho... ho.... hungerrrrrr...  

 hungerrrrrr... 

MIDDLE BROTHER(1): Ligu ligu ligul ligur ligu ..gir ligirl ..li'l girrrl.....!!? 

JANNES(2): Look out...  

Jan Piet Joris disappears into a troll's mouth.  

LITTLE BROTHER(5): Nu..nu..nu.nu...no not girlie..not girlie... ulp! 

Corneel tries to escape, but also gets eaten up. 

BIG BROTHER(4): Gu gu gu gu gu....gru gru grub's up...  

Jannes screams in horror. Then they grab him. 

MIDDLE BROTHER(1): Ligu ligu ligul ligur ligu ..gir ligirl ..li'l girrrl.....!!?.. 

LITTLE BROTHER(5): Nu nu nu nu nu ....no..no...no..no..no' here.... 

BIG BROTHER(4): Gu gu gu gu gu....gru gru grub's up...  

Jannes nearly disappears into his mouth. 

JANNES(2): Wait! The Fish said: Three's a crowd!! 
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The Troll drops Jannes. (He hasn't heard properly.)  

BIG BROTHER(4): What you say......Fishy? 

LITTLE BROTHER(5): I said...er...er three's... 

MIDDLE BROTHER(1): Said.. er ....crowd! 

BIG BROTHER(4): You say...er... crowd...?! Me ....crowd?...you crowd. 

He picks up a dish and hits Middle Brother on his head. Middle Brother drops dead. 

Jannes is so afraid that he accidentally pricks Big Brother with his fishing rod (or does 

something equally silly). Big Brother doesn't see this and thinks Little Brother did it. They fight.  

Finally, to Jannes's great astonishment, all three of them lie motionless.  

He tiptoes over the Trolls establishing that they are very dead indeed.   

JANNES(2): What on earth?...  Well, they're not a very lively looking lot. 

 Dead as doornails, they are.             

Actor 3 goes up to the heap of Trolls and removes their masks.  

SCENE 5: 

ACTOR 3: And so Jannes becomes known as the "Slayer of Trolls". From 

 one day to the next, he becomes a hero. And he also gets to  

 marry Princess Liedewij.  

MUSIC. Actor 6 picks up the crown and puts it on. 

KING(6): My  subjects!  

 The Trolls have been beaten. 

Saïd and Liedewij get out My daughter has been saved. Good work, Saïd!….. 

of the pot. King grabs To the Slayer of Trolls, I give a sack of gold and my  

Jannes and Liedewij daughter's.hand in marriage. And so, my dearest, you'll have your 

True Love!! 

LIEDEWIJ(2): What?… 

ACTOR 5: Now Jannes could use a sack of gold, but marriage to the  

 Princess?… 

JANNES(2): But I don't want to get married at all.  

ACTOR 3: Try saying that to the King!. 

KING(6): The wedding will take place in thirty days' time.  

The King proudly shows the bridal couple-to-be to the people. The King puts Jannes down again 
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and climbs off the table. The Princess sits down beside him.  

LIEDEWIJ(2): Daddy...I don't want to marry him. 

KING(6): What? 

LIEDEWIJ(2): He's not my True Love. 

KING(6): Of course he is! 

LIEDEWIJ(2): He's not! I don't want to marry him. 

KING(6): Would you contradict your father? 

 The wedding will take place in thirty days.  

She turns away.  

KING(6): Liedewij? 

She shakes her head.  

KING(6): You listen to your father! 

She shakes her head again. 

KING(6): Liedewij!!! I am the King and everyone must obey the King. 

 Even his own daughter.  

The Princess runs away. 

KING(6): Liedewij!??  Liedewij!!!!! Come here! Where is she? Where has 

 she gone? 

The King is beside himself with rage.   

ACTOR 2 : But say what he might, and shout what he might, Liedewij does 

 not come back, Liedewij does not listen. Liedewij goes to her 

 room and locks the door.     

KING(6): My darling little daughter, how can she be so..... cold towards 

 me...  

Actor 6 takes the crown off and puts it back on the table. Exit all the dolls, except Saïd.  

SCENE 6: 
SAÏD(3): From Izmir I came  

 Intending to return 

 To that beautiful city 

 But my heart is held captive... 

ZEKI(1): Saïd!!! Look…for you. 
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Zeki gives him the dish with goodies, which he has saved for him. Saïd pushes it away.   

Actor 4 is interested if he isn't.  

ZEKI(1): Are you ill ? Sweet brother! Saïd! The wedding is in thirty days. 

You heard about that sack of gold? We will get money. That's the 

custom! 

ACTOR 5: Well, in the East it is… When there's a wedding at a Sultan's 

palace, gold pieces are handed out to the people.  

ZEKI: Just imagine Saïd! We'll have money. Then we can go back, 

 back home. Back to the East at last! 

SAÏD(3): I don't want to go back.  

ZEKI(1): Not go back?… You must be ill! 

 We were to go back!! 

SAÏD(3): But my heart is held captive. 

ACTOR 4: Que homem forte! 

ZEKI(1): This is not the time for poetry, Saïd. 

SAÏD(3): My heart is held captive  

ACTOR 4: tesão… 

ZEKI(1): (impatient) When we get back to the East you can be the court poet to the 

          Sultan. 

SAÏD(3): I can only dream  

 Of the day that we together 

 Shall be in Izmir...  

ZEKI(1): Saïd, don't leave me now! I work my fingers to the bone. I cook, 

 I chop, I peel, I fry fish here, for us, to earn money, so we can go 

 back and.... and all you can do is sit and dream up your stupid 

 poetry. 

SAÏD(3): I can't go back, Zeki.  And he walks away.  

ZEKI(1): But Saïd!! SAÏD!! ? 

Actor 4 comes closer, again intent on Saïd's food. 

ACTOR 4: teasingly: Saïd won't go back! 

She stealthily takes Saïd's food and runs away with it. Zeki doesn't notice. 
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ZEKI(1):  Saïd is mixed up.... 

SCÈNE 7:   
Enter Jannes. 

ALL/ZEKI (1): The Trollslayer!!! 

Everyone flees, but Zeki hides but stays  

JANNES(2): Another thirty days, and then I'm done for. 

The Fish re-appears. Zeki overhears the following conversation 

FISH(6): I'll help you. 

JANNES(2): You again? You… help me? Well, courtesy o'you, I'm rid of the 

 Trolls, but courtesy o' that, I've got to get married.  

FISH (6): Go to the King.  

JANNES(2): The King?  

 If I tell him I don't want his daughter, he'll have my head.   

FISH (6): His daughter is ill 

JANNES(2): Ill?  

FISH (6): Her heart is frozen.  

ZEKI(1): whispers to audience Do you hear that? The Princess's heart is frozen..... 

JANNES(2): Will she be all right? 

FISH(6): She'll be all right 

 because you'll make her better.  

JANNES(2): Me? But I don't want her to get better.  

 I don't want to be married... 

FISH (6): You won't have to, if you find her True Love for her.  

JANNES(2): Her True Love?  

FISH (6): True Love will melt her heart. 

JANNES(2): Melt it? True Love? And where am I supposed to catch True Love? 

  

FISH (6): From afar and yet so near  

 Is he who'll melt her heart.  

And with that, the FISH jumps away.  

JANNES(2): repeats From afar and yet so near is he who'll melt her heart…?. 
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 From afar and yet so near is he who'll melt her heart. From afar.. 

 

ZEKI(1): appears You'll have to go to the East!!! 

Zeki makes Jannes jump so badly that he pins Zeki to he ground. 

ZEKI(1): Aci bana !!! 

JANNES(2): Who are you? 

ZEKI(1): Don't kill me, I can help you !! 

JANNES(2): Are you True Love? 

ZEKI(1): No!  But I can help you search for it. 

JANNES(2): Where should I look then? 

ZEKI(1): That's obvious... in the East. What did the Fish say? 

JANNES(2): He said...from afar.... 

ZEKI(1): Exactly! The East....Get it?  That's afar..  

 Come on, let's go to the King... 

JANNES(2): To the King...? 

ZEKI(1): Yes, the King, that's what the Fish said! 

They hear someone singing.  

SAÏD(3): Saïd sings a sad song, a cappella. They speak during his song.  

ZEKI: Saïd... 

JANNES(2): Saïd?  

ZEKI(1): My brother.  

JANNES(2): What's he singing? 

ZEKI(1): Some poem or other. Saïd is a coachman... but also a poet.  

JANNES(2): Poem? A poet? 

ZEKI(1): He'll come with us too.  

JANNES(2): Does he know anything about poems then? 

ZEKI(1):   That's what I said isn't it? Saïd  is a ‘sair ‘....  a poet. And like all 

poets he talks and sings in riddles.  

 Come on! Let's go to the King! 

SCENE 8: 
KING(6): There he is. Seize him!...You have made my daughter ill. Her  
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 heart has turned to ice....! Off with his head!!! 

The other actors play "Guards" and hold on to Jannes tightly.  

JANNES(2):  Mercy... 

ZEKI(1): Oh Wise and Mighty One... Your Gracious Majesty. He is the   

 only one who can save your daughter. You can always chop his 

 head off later... 

JANNES: What?!!! 

ZEKI(1): but first let him go to the East

Now Zeki is grabbed too.  

ZEKI(1):   Birak birak beni. 

KING(6): So you're telling me that he can cure my daughter?  

 I'll give you thirty days. If she isn't better by then, it'll be off with 

your head. And then yours too! 

ACTOR 4: Quieto! 

KING(6): And remember, I'll know where to find you... wherever  you are in 

the whole wide world!  

They are released.   

JANNES(2): What now? We've got to find True Love in thirty days time or 

 lose our heads.   

ZEKI(1): We'll leave immediately. 

They hear Saïd singing and go to him.  

ZEKI(1): Saïd. Get your things. We're going to the East. Now! 

SAÏD: I'm not going with you, Zeki.  

ZEKI: Not now, Saïd! There's no time to lose! 

JANNES(2): to himself From afar and yet so near is he who'll melt her heart... 

ZEKI(1): simultaneously Said!!...  Saïd!!!!!   

But Saïd is looking at Jannes, not listening to Zeki. 

JANNES(2): What do you think , Saïd? 

 Zeki says: the East is afar,  

 but 'afar' might just as easily be the West.  

ZEKI(1): furious Of course it can't be the West.  
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 The sun rises in the East. 

 Come on. There's no time to lose.  

He pulls Jannes along with him.  

JANNES(2): But maybe Saïd knows... 

ZEKI(1): angry at Saïd Saïd doesn't know anything. Saïd's staying here.   

 And we're going. To the East. 

MUSIC 

Dance music. Dishes are brought on again. They dance. Eastern music. A puppet on a plate full 

of fruit, that is carried around does a belly dance . 

SCENE 9: 

ACTOR 3: After a journey of ten days, they finally arrive at the Sultan's 

 palace in the East.  

There are shouts above the music.   

JANNES(2): What's going on ? 

ALL: Fatma's got married. Come with us... 

JANNES(2): Married ? Who to? 

ALL: To the Sultan's son! 

JANNES(2): Rats! 

Zeki lifts the lids off the dishes and dances over the table, joyful at the sight of so many 

delicacies.  

ZEKI(1):  It's too good to be true: keçkek,....keçkek!!!....and here, fresh  

pumpkins! Grapes! Home...home...I'm home again oh Allah is 

great... Jannes..taste this, taste this... 

JANNES(2):  Zeki, he's already taken, your prince from the East.  

 He's just got hisself married. Come on, we must go.    

ZEKI(1): Go???? Leave paradise? Jannes, if we can't find True Love here,    

 then we can't find it anywhere..  

JANNES(2): The only things we can do here is eat, join in the celebrations 

 and lose our heads.  

ZEKI(1): That's exactly what I want..... 

JANNES(2): What?  To lose your head? 
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A silver dish flies over the table.  

JANNES(2): Look out!  

The Music stops. Actor 2 catches the dish. He looks into it. 

SCENE 10: 
ACTOR 2 : It's just like a mirror. 

Everyone looks at the Mirror 

ACTOR 6: Yes, but not an ordinary mirror.  

 In this mirror, you can see any person or any place you can think  

 of, any person or place your heart might desire.….  

ACTOR 5: Oh yes…?   

ACTOR 6: Even if they're thousands of miles away. 

ACTOR 5: That's a valuable thing to have.  

ACTOR 6:  Valuable, yes, but not valuable enough to win Fatma. 

ACTOR 4: Fatma?  

She produces a doll. It is Fatma, wearing a veil. 

ACTOR 6: Exactly! The daughter.. 

ACTOR 3: The adopted daughter... 

ACTOR 6: The Sultan's adopted daughter... 

ACTOR 5: How do you win a girl? 

ACTOR 2 : Hey, wait a minute…..what's all this about? 

ACTOR 5: It's about a Mirror. 

ACTOR 2 : No, I mean: what's all this got to do with Jannes. Ten days have  

already passed, and time is running out. We must go and look for 

True Love.  

ACTOR 6: The Sultan has three sons..  

ACTOR 2 : Three?  

ACTOR 3:  Ahmed, Hussein, and Mustafa, the eldest. 

The three puppets are handed out. Actor 6 shoves Ahmed into the hands of Actor 2 . 

ACTOR 6: It all began on the day the Sultan decided she should marry...  

ACTOR 4: Fatma.  

ACTOR 6:  but all three of his sons were in love with her. 
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ACTOR 3: The Sultan said:  

ACTOR 6/SULTAN: I am sending you all away.  

 To the one who finds the most valuable object a man can buy in 

 this wide world, I will give Fatma's hand in marriage.  

ACTOR 3: After travelling for three days, the brothers arrive at a place  where 

the road splits into three.   

MUSTAFA(6): Let's meet again at this spot in one year's time.  

MUSTAFA/HUSSEIN: Agreed. 

AHMED: Agreed. 

ACTOR 6: Mustafa ended up in Istanbul and in the bazaar, he found  

(He takes a serviette) a carpet 

He unfolds the serviette and it becomes a Flying Carpet. The Actors react.  

ACTOR 6: With this carpet, you can be wherever you like in a wink of an  

 eye, even if it's thousands of miles away.  

ACTOR 3: Hussein went to Bagdad and found the Enchanted Mirror. 

ACTOR 2 : And what did Ahmed find?  

Actor 6 presses a lemon into Actor 2 's hand.  

ACTOR 6: A lemon….! 

The 3 WOMEN: A lemon???  

ACTOR 6:  Yes, but a very special lemon. With this lemon… 

ACTOR 5: What can you do with a lemon? 

ACTOR 4: Aaahh!! 

ACTOR 1 (to Ahmed): You're a good bloke, but not very brainy.  

ACTOR 6: He took it with him for Fatma.  

ACTOR 3: The three brothers showed their treasures to each other. 

MUSTAFA(6): I can't imagine anything more valuable than this carpet. HUSSEIN 

(3): Except my Mirror, of course. What or who would you like to  

 see?  

MUSTAFA/AHMED: Fatma…Fatma 

ACTOR 3: When they looked into the mirror, they saw the Princess Fatma.  

 She was lying in bed. She was mortally ill!  
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Actor 4 puts Fatma down as one does a sick person. The 3 women lament (high screams) 

ACTOR 5: Esta duele…She's had enough.  

ACTOR 1: She wants to die.  

ACTOR 4: She wants True Love.  

ACTOR 5: She wants... 

Actor 6 interrupts Actor 5. 

ACTOR 6: Ahmed cried:  

AHMED(2):  Er..er.. I must save her.  

MUSTAFA (6): We'll be there in no time with my carpet.  

ACTOR 6: The lemon that Ahmed had found could cure any illness,  

 whatever it might be.   

AHMED(2): We must get there. Quick! 

They are placed on the Carpet and take off. The lemon is held under Fatma's nose. Actor 4 

makes her get up.  

HUSSEIN(3): If I hadn't had the Enchanted Mirror, we'd never have known 

 how ill she was.  

MUSTAFA(6): Without my Carpet, we'd have been sure to arrive too late to 

 save her.   

AHMED(2): It was my lemon that cured her.  

ACTOR 5: So the Sultan chose Ahmed! 

ACTOR 1/ROB/ACTOR 2 : Ahmed? Fatma has a red veil. Ahmed  lifts the veil.  

ACTOR 5: Di mes! What do you want with a flying Carpet when you're  

 mortally ill in bed? And an Enchanted Mirror isn't much use 

 either…. 

Exit Fatma and Ahmed.  

ACTOR 4: True Love…There you have it!  Esse vai ser uma lua di mel 

Zeki steals the Mirror and the Carpet 

ACTOR 2 : Ah!!! Now I get it. Ahmed is already taken, but Mustafa and 

Hussein are still free for Liedewij! 

ACTOR 6: Exactly… 

ACTOR 2 : No, but wait, they're both in love with Fatma.
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 What good are they to Jannes?  

 Where's this story going? 

ACTOR 3: Let me explain… 

 Look … With that flying Carpet, Jannes can fly… 

 Hey where is the Carpet? Who's taken... 

 And where the devil is the Mirror? 

Actor 6 interrupts him. No one but he has noticed that Zeki has got hold of the Mirror and 

Carpet and has stolen away with it.  

ACTOR 6: You're right. Jannes is getting nowhere here.  

 He'll have to go to the South. 

ACTOR 3: To the South?  

ACTOR 6: shutting him up Yes, the South! The-er Sou-outh. 

ACTOR 2 : Right! 

JANNES(2): Zeki, we're going to the South. Zeki? 

ACTOR 5:  Lo…Where is he?? 

JANNES(2): Zeki? Zeki? Zeki, where are you now! 

ACTOR 3: But where's the Mirror got to? 

Actor 2 /Jannes looks for Zeki, but he is nowhere to be found.  

ACTOR 5: Jannes looks everywhere, but his friend is nowhere to be found. 

And time is running out. 

JANNES(2): very agitated Zeki…Why have you left me?….  

 You were going to help me, weren't you? I don't know anything, I 

don't know the way. I don't know anything about Love, and I 

definitely don't know anything about True Love.   

 Zeki, now I'll have to do it on my own... 

SCENE 11: 

ACTOR 5: And then Jannes finds a pitcher. 

ACTOR 3: What's in it?  

Actor 4 takes the lid off. At the same moment, an enormous genie flies out. Jannes is standing 

opposite the genie.  

 GENIE(ALL): At last......I'm free.....what  d'you want from me?... 
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JANNES(2): I want a boat.  

ALL A boat??? 

JANNES(2): I have to go to the South, but there's a sea in the way.  

GENIE(ALL): I'll give you a boat... 

JANNES(2): Huh??? 

GENIE(ALL): But you when return home, you must give me something.... 

JANNES(2): Sounds reasonable.. 

GENIE(ALL): the first thing you see on the beach 

JANNES(2): When I return home? 

GENIE(ALL): is for me 

JANNES(2): The first thing I see on the beach? What could that be? A jellyfish? 

A seagull? Or if I'm out of luck, a dog? 

  Okay 

 it's a deal.  

The Genie disappears and a boat appears (Dish) and Jannes climbs aboard. He sails away. 

Music.   

ACTOR 5: So Jannes sails away.  

ACTOR 6: To the South. 

ZEKI(1):  Has he gone? 

ACTOR 5: to Zeki Jannes was looking for you.  

ZEKI(1): He'll make it on his own, that Slayer of Trolls.  

ACTOR 5:  You were supposed to help him.  

ZEKI(1):  How can I leave this place? How can I leave this paradise?  

SCENE 12: 
Zeki sits on the Carpet and looks into the Mirror. 

ZEKI(1): Oh Saïd ! Dzjannum. little brother... Dreaming again.  In the 

 cold. If only you had come with me. The food's great here, the 

 sun is shining, the people are so friendly and welcoming... 

Hussein and Mustafa find Zeki with the Mirror.  

HUSSEIN(3): My Mirror! Catch that thief! They grab him.  

MUSTAFA(6): What's this, you little runt, you undersized worm! 
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ZEKI(1): Birak beni!!!! Let me go!!!!   

HUSSEIN(3): You'd better say your prayers.  

MUSTAFA(6): We're going to hang you from the highest tree.  

ZEKI(1): Aci bana. 

They roll him up in the Carpet and carry him away. Zeki 's shouts are muffled: 

ZEKI(1): Grant me a last wish! 

MUSTAFA(6): What did you say?? 

ZEKI(1): At least grant me a last wish! 

HUSSEIN(3):  I think he wants a ... last wish 

They unroll the Carpet.  

MUSTAFA(6): Go on then, what's your wish?  

HUSSEIN(3):  A really long-lasting, chewy toffee? (a tombstone pizza) 

MUSTAFA(6):  A juicy young virgin? 

They laugh. Actor 4 hits them with her shoe.  

ZEKI(1): I want… I want… to get away... up UP! 

The Carpet flies upwards and the two brothers grab on tight.    

MUSTAFA(6): Traitor!!!!  

HUSSEIN(3): Come here, you!!! 

The two hang on.   

HUSSEIN(3): Aieee... 

One by one, they fall to the ground. Actor 5 'fishes' the two dolls up and disposes of them.   

ACTOR 5: Ahmed's two brothers drop like two stones to their death,  

 and Zeki is able to escape.  

Zeki and Actors 4 and 1 float away on the Carpet. MUSIC. The Carpet continues to float in the 

background during the scene with Jannes on the table. 

SCENE 13: 
Everyone is looking at the boat. Jannes looks over the sides of the boat. 

JANNES(2): The South… At last! 

A spider comes to meet him. 

KOMP NANZI(6): Good afternoon!! 

JANNES(2): Afternoon.  
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KOMP NANZI(6): I am Nanzi, the spider…Do you live there? 

JANNES(2): Er well... 

KOMP NANZI(6): Can I have a look? 

JANNES(2): Come on in. 

The Spider climbs aboard.  

JANNES(2): I'm Jannes. I'm from the North.  

KOMP NANZI(6): You don't have any manners, do you? 

JANNES(2): Beg pardon? 

KOMP NANZI(6): You invited me in.    

 Here in the South, a guest is offered food.  

JANNES(2): Oh, I didn't know! 

KOMP NANZI(6): Well now you do. So? 

JANNES(2): I'll make pickled herring... you like that?.  

He disappears, returning shortly with some food. Komp Nanzi eats.  

KOMP NANZI(6): Ah…heard of it..Pickled herring ,okey… and after that   

  yummy, yummy… Sopi Mondongo,…. Kabritu Stoba….. 

Funchi….yummy yummy….Leguano….Bolo Prètu 

 …..mas mas…mi ke mas!!!!! 

JANNES(2): What about a dessert? 

KOMP NANZI(6): Dessert? We're just starting! Mmmm....I'll have some more of that. 

Mas, mas, me ke mas!  mi ke mas!!. 

A scene follows in which Jannes brings on food and Komp Nanzi eats.  

ACTOR 5: Komp Nanzi eats and eats…ta kome bai gol   

KOMP NANZI(6): More…Mas..mas..me ke mas!! Mas! Mas!!! 

SCENE 14: 
ACTOR 5:  While the spider is eating and Jannes is running to and fro, Zeki 

 keeps flying in circles over the ocean. He doesn't dare to go  back to 

the East. He also doesn't dare to go back to the North.  It's getting warmer and warmer...    

Zeki is lying exhausted on the Carpet. 

ZEKI(1): Water…I need water… 

JANNES(2): It's all gone. All gone. Gone…. 
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The Carpet executes a bend, and comes down. Zeki drinks. 

ZEKI(1): Where am I 

ACTOR 3: In the South... 

ZEKI(1):  The South?  

ZEKI(1): saddened What am I supposed to do here? 

ZEKI(1): I'm homesick for the East, what am I to do here? 

 All by myself. I've lost everything.  

 My country… 

 and Saïd… 

 Jannes… 

And then he suddenly hears and sees Jannes  

JANNES(2): …gone. All gone.  

ZEKI(1): Jannes…? Jannes!!!! 

JANNES(2): All gone. All gone. All gone!!! 

ZEKI(1): Jannes, have you got sunstroke? 

KOMP NANZI(6): He just needs to rest a little before fetching my dessert 

JANNES(2): There is no dessert! It's gone! Gone! Finished! It's all gone!  

ZEKI(1): sees the spider Who are you? 

KOMP NANZI(6): I'm his guest. So he is giving me a meal.  

ZEKI(1): Jannes! It's me! Your friend, Zeki! 

 I've got the Flying Carpet and the Mirror.   

KOMP NANZI(6): Flying Carpet?  

JANNES(2): Zeki…. ? Zeki! 

Jannes and Zeki greet each other. Komp Nanzi steals the Carpet.  

SCENE 15: 
SRI MARIA(5):  Nanzi….? Nanzi…, mi dushi….mi dugudugu… 

Enter a lady spider.  

SRI MARIA(5): Have you seen my husband, Komp Nanzi? 

JANNES(2): Has he got eight spindly legs? 

ZEKI(1): And a fat tummy? 

SRI MARIA(5): That's him. My husband. Ai mi Nanzi, mi kònònó…mi kònòshi…  
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ZEKI(1): looks around him He's gone. And he's eaten all Jannes's food.  

SRI MARIA(5) Mané bo di! That's him. To a tee….Ai mi Nanzi… mi stropi, 

 mi skatje…. El a bai??  

Zeki searches and then looks into the Mirror, which is still there.  

ZEKI(1): Ieshtè. There... there he is! With my Carpet. He's stolen my 

 Carpet!  

ACTOR 3: It doesn't look as if he'll be back in a hurry.  

 

SCENE 16: 
MUSIC. They  now all look into the Mirror. In another area of the stage, we see what they see in 

the Mirror. Actor 4 is dancing with Komp Nanzi on her hand (and Actor6 behind her). She is 

stroking and petting him. He just sits and enjoys it. Sri Maria begins to scream.  

SRI MARIA(5): I'll have his guts for garters when he gets home.  

ZEKI(1): It's looks as if he's in love! 

SRI MARIA(5): Abo diabel, gañadó ku bo ta! 

MUSIC swells.  

A girl (Actor 4) speaks Portuguese to Komp Nanzi. Sweet, seductive words. Actor 6 dances too, 

doing Komp Nanzi's voice.  

KOMP NANZI(6): Mi stima bu, I will stay with you for the rest of my life. 

 Is this the West? I love the West.  

 I love you, mi stima bu, mi skatje… 

ZEKI(1): He's in the West. 

JANNES(2): The West? 

SRI MARIA(5): That's on the other side of the ocean! 

ACTOR 3: Komp Nanzi is messing around with a girl on the other side of the  

ocean.  

ACTOR 6/KOMP NANZI: Oshun.... 

ACTOR 3: She's Oshun, the Goddess of Love. 

ACTOR 4: Yes, I'm Oshun now….. 

KOMP NANZI(6): My little Goddess.... 
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ZEKI(1): I want my Carpet back. We're going after him! 

SRI MARIA(5): I'm going too. Wait till I get my hands on him…. Thinks he'll go 

 living it up in the West, does he? Nee, mi'n ta kere!  

ZEKI(1): We'll take the boat.  

JANNES(2):  But what about True Love!!! Shouldn't we get on with that? 

 Or have you forgotten all about it?  

SRI MARIA(5): wails Ai….my  True Love is in the West.  

ZEKI(1): You see? We must go to the West!  

If there’s one there will be more. 

JANNES(2): Eh? What? But it's too far, the West.  

ZEKI(1): What did the Fish say?  

JANNES(2): The Fish said: From afar...  

ZEKI(1): Exactly! 

ZEKI(1): And you yourself said that could just as easily be the West. 

ACTOR 3: Off we go to the West! 

The boat sails away. MUSIC. It continues to sail during the next scene.  

SCENE 17: 
Actor 4 is now sitting at the table, feeding Komp Nanzi.   

KOMP NANZI(6): Mmm…what was it again, Oshun?....Say it again.... 

OSHUN(4): Caldeirada de tucaneré..  

KOMP NANZI(6):  Ohhhhhhh...It tastes just the way you say it.... say it again, again.  

OSHUN(4): Caldeirada de tucaneré... Pirâo de Robalo com pimenta  

 malagueta….. 

KOMP NANZI(6): Oshun... 

OSHUN(4): Sim. 

KOMP NANZI(6): Give me a kiss... mmmm... I am your prisoner... 

OSHUN(4): Pri... son... er.. rr?? (smiles enchantingly) Um momento... 

KOMP NANZI(6): Um  momento... 

She takes a knife and sticks it into the table. Komp Nanzi jumps. More knives and forks follow 

until they form a standing circle around Komp Nanzi - a prison. She closes off the top with a 

dish.   
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KOMP NANZI(6): Let me out!! Oshun... Oshun!!!! 

ACTOR 5: Komp Nanzi is too fat to get through the bars. 

 All he can do is not eat and wait until he's thinner.  

ACTOR 6: Terrible... 

ACTOR 5: Sometimes Love is hell... 

ACTOR 3: Jannes and Zeki and Sri Maria are still bobbing about the sea in 

 their boat.   

Jannes, Zeki and Sri Maria's boat is sailing. A Pink Dolphin (Actor 3) swims by.  

ZEKI(1): Hey, look, there's a dolphin. 

JANNES(2): A pink dolphin with a hat… 

Actor 4 feeds Komp Nanzi 

OSHUN(4): Mandioca frita na manteiga, frango à passarinho  

ACTOR 5: Komp Nanzi isn't eating any more and that is hard for him,  

 because Oshun is trying to tempt him with all sorts of the 

  most delicious morsels.    

OSHUN(4): Tutu  de feijaõ com farofa, bisteca de porco e couve à   

 mineira… 

KOMP NANZI(6): I'm not eating any more. Hèks You witch! Let me out!  

 Oh.... if only I was with mi dushi mi Sri Maria,   

 if only you were here. Sri Maria, mi skatje, mi dushi, dushi… 

Oshun roars with laughter and walks away. At that moment, a man enters with a panama hat on 

and soaking wet feet. He kisses Oshun. They are very much in love. He leaves. 

Overcome, she sinks into a chair.   

Back to the boat. The Pink Dolphin swims by again.  

ZEKI(1): There he is again. He's showing us the way. Look,  there!  

JANNES(2)/ZEKI(1):: The West!!!! 

The actors continue to play during the narration. Komp Nanzi tries to escape, but Oshun keeps 

an eye on him.  

ACTOR 6: Each evening, Komp Nanzi tries to get through the bars.   

Komp Nanzi pushes and  Oshun guards him like an Anaconda guards its prey, 

pulls and then rests but listen carefully.... each evening, she receives a visit from a
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 mysterious stranger with a panama hat and soaking wet feet.   

ACTOR 5:  Bufeo Colorado. 

Enter the Man with the wet feet.  

OSHUN(4): Bufeo Colorado...meu amor... 

While Bufeo dances and flirts with Oshun, Komp Nanzi escapes under the table.  

Oshun screams and swears in Portuguese when she discovers this. Bufeo runs away.  

The boat has come in to land.  

JANNES: We're there.  

Jannes, Zeki and Sri Maria get out. Zeki finds a bottle in the boat.  

ZEKI(1): What's this? 

SRI MARIA(5): Kita man! Don't touch it. It's mine. It's bibida mágico!  a magic 

drink 

ZEKI(1): A magic drink? 

SRI MARIA(5): for falling in love.  

ZEKI(1): In love? 

He looks at the bottle with great interest.  

 

SRI MARIA(5): To help Nanzi and me along a little, you see? But be careful. It's 

strong stuff. You have to be very careful with it.    

Sri Maria takes it away from him, puts it in the boat, and sits down beside it. MUSIC  

ACTOR 5: While Sri Maria guards the boat, Jannes and Zeki go and   explore 

and you're not going to believe this, but there…   

 in the West, they find the Carpet and... 

Zeki finds the Carpet. Bufeo is dancing with the Girl in Bride's clothes puppet.   

SCENE 18: 
ACTOR 5: AAAAAAAAH!!!!   Bufeo Colorado!!!! !!! A bride!  He's got a 

 bride!! Leave the bride alone! Go away, go away, you... 

She chases him away, but as soon as she looks into his eyes, she falls in love with him herself. 

 Minha nossa Senhora da Aperecida, Virgem Maria Santissima, 

 Mãe de Deus. 

JANNES(2): What's going on here? 
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ACTOR 6: Bufeo Colorado is a dangerous man. All who look into his eyes fall 

instantaneously in love with him. He sets all hearts on fire!  

JANNES(2): This is our man! This is the man we have been looking for, the 

 man who can melt the heart of the Princess of the North! 

ZEKI(1): After him! 

SCENE 19: 
The scene is with Zeki , the Carpet, Jannes and Bufeo Colorado. Bufeo looks at Zeki with 

interest. Zeki is holding his Mirror before him.  

JANNES(2): Can you see anything? 

ZEKI(1): Shhh, I'm trying to concentrate. Yes, there she comes... look! 

 There:… now that is Liedewij... 

BUFEO(3): Lie... de...wij...? 

He looks into the Mirror 

ZEKI(1): You must go the King.   

JANNES(2): And tell him you are True Love.  

ZEKI(1): And that you can melt the Princess's heart!! 

But Bufeo shakes his head: 

BUFEO(3): I can't. She lives too far away. I have to live close to water.   

JANNES(2): Oh, no problem. There's lots of water in the North.   

ZEKI(1): With our Carpet, we can be there in one minute.  

 Sit on it, and it'll take you wherever you want... 

SCENE 20: 
Sri Maria and Komp Nanzi are chasing each other.   

SRI MARIA(5): Ahan, t'ei bo ta! Tell the truth!! 

KOMP NANZI(6): Sri Maria, mi skatje… Mi'n hasi nada 

SRI MARIA(5): Oh no, nothing at all. Abo diabel. Loke bo ta haséi si no por! 

KOMP NANZI(6): Mi'n hasi nada 

SRI MARIA(5): Mi'n hasi nada? Mi ta kue bu ku sla djis! 

KOMP NANZI(6): Sòri, sòri, laga mi splika! 

SRI MARIA(5): laga mi splika?Abo diabel, mal hende, gañado ku bo ta! Mi ta hañà 
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bu. 

We hear shouting:  

BUFEO(3): Off we go to the Far North!! 

The argument ceases. 

SRI MARIA(5): What was that? 

JANNES(2): Bufeo Colorado. He's gone away. 

ZEKI(1): My Carpet! No! Not again! 

JANNES(2): It's all right!   

ZEKI(1): All right? 

JANNES(2):  He's on his way to Liedewij. She'll look him in the eyes, falls in 

 love with him, her heart will melt and all our problems will be 

 solved.    

KOMP NANZI(6): Bufeo Colorado? That man's not to be trusted! 

SRI MARIA(5): Look who's talking! 

KOMP NANZI(6): As soon as the sun comes up, he'ill turn into a Fish.  

ZEKI(1): How do you know? 

KOMP NANZI(6): I've seen it happen. He dived into the water and turned into a 

 dolphin. 

JANNES(2): A dolphin? 

KOMP NANZI(6): A pink dolphin. 

SRI MARIA(5): We saw a pink dolphin too! 

JANNES(2): But when the King discovers his daughter has fallen in love  with a 

dolphin...!!! Heads will roll! 

ZEKI(1): Our heads. 

SRI MARIA(5): You'd better stay here. It's not safe in the North.  

KOMP NANZI(6): The North? What do you want there? Okay, so the money grows 

 on trees, but the food's a disaster. You can hardly move because 

 it's so cold there, even ten winter coats aren't enough. No, I... 

 HELP! 

Oshun picks him up.  

SCENE 21: 
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